1. Great Britain faced __________ division and the demands of the __________ for self-government.

2. France was plagued by _________ divisions and __________ scandals.

3. The United States had to deal with the fear of __________ and growing demands for limits on __________.

4. The cycle of war __________ and __________ made Europe’s economic recovery shaky, while the United States __________.

5. The Federal Reserve’s policies made people less likely to __________, which further hurt __________ and eventually contributed to the __________ of many banks and businesses.

6. The government of the United States reacted to the Depression at first by providing only __________ assistance.

7. Under Roosevelt’s New Deal, __________ were created, __________ received aid, Social Security was __________, and the stock market was __________.

**Short Answer**

How did the Treaty of Versailles affect the relationship between France and Britain?

Summarize the effects of the New Deal. Use the following questions to guide your answer.

Did it end the Great Depression?
What did it do for the American people?
How did critics feel about the New Deal?
What question raised by the New Deal is still debated to this very day?